
8.30pm - 9.30pm Differentiate between technical analysis and fundamental   
 analysis
	 •	 What is technical analysis?
 •	 What is fundamental analysis?
 •	 Difference between technical analysis and fundamental analysis

 Why technical analysis is more convenient to get started in  
 trading
 •	 Why technical analysis is valuable in trading?
 •	 How useful is technical analysis for Index Futures trading?

 Essential trading tools in technical analysis to identify trends
 •	 How to read trading charts?
 •	 3 major types of trends
 •	 5 commonly used timeframes in trading
 •	 2 powerful trading tools in equity index futures (FKLI & FM70) 
  trading

 Essentials of a trading strategy
 •	 Importance of having a trading strategy 
 •	 Which trading tools or technical indicator is best to use?
 •	 A simple & powerful trading strategy: The moving average 
  strategy

 Case study with simple moving average & trading psychology

 Q&A Session

PROGRAMME
OUTLINE

Trading Equity Index Futures (FKLI & FM70) allows you as an investor to take on riskier investments 
with higher promised returns. However, inexperienced or reckless investors may get into trouble 
by taking on risks that are poorly quantified. How much you know about technical analysis can 
provide a guide in selling and buying Equity Index Futures (FKLI & FM70) contract. 

Discover all about trading in Equity Index Futures (FKLI & FM70) using technical analysis, tools 
in technical analysis to identify trends as well as a case study on moving average & trading 
psychology. All these and many more will be covered in this webinar to prepare you to become an 
informed Equity Index Futures (FKLI & FM70) investor and trader.

WHAT IS 
THE PROGRAMME 

ALL ABOUT?

This programme is designed to provide the participants with knowledge and skills to be a smart 
trader in derivatives market focusing on Equity Index Futures (FKLI & FM70) trading by using 
technical analysis.

WHAT DO 
WE WANT TO 

ACHIEVE?

Upon completion of this programme, participants will be able to:
•	 differentiate between technical analysis and fundamental analysis 
•	 explain why technical analysis is more convenient to get started in trading 
•	 recognise the essential tools in technical analysis to identify trend in equity index futures 
 (FKLI & FM70) trading 
•	 discuss the importance of trading strategies in equity index futures (FKLI & FM70) trading 

WHAT WILL YOU 
LEARN DURING 

THE PROGRAMME?

•	 Foundational (Product) - Capital Market Products (Level 2)
•	 Functional (Technical) - Technical Analysis (Level 2)
•	 Functional (Process) - Derivatives dealing (Level 2)

COMPETENCIES

ABOUT THE 
SPEAKER

Choong Ty’ng Ty’ng
Founder and Managing Director of Axcelearn Sdn Bhd

She is the founder and managing director of Axcelearn Sdn. Bhd. She started her 
career as a Futures dealer in AmFutures of AmInvestment Bank Berhad and was 
subsequently promoted to be the Head of Futures Dealing. She was responsible in 
formulating and execution of Futures trading strategies for institutional, corporate 

and retail clients. She subsequently headed the advisory division in eBroking, AmInvestment Bank 
Berhad. Her role was to provide advisory services to clients investing in Equity and Futures markets.

She is currently the CPE speaker for Securities Industry Development Corporation (SIDC) and Asia 
Banking School (ABS), providing training for fund manager, research analysts, remisiers and futures 
brokers. She has been a frequent speaker in various seminars and conferences organised by Bursa 
Malaysia and was also invited to speak in listed companies including Nestle Malaysia and Sunway 
Group. She is also the author of “Jumpstart your Stocks and Futures Trading” which was one of the 
national best-selling investment books. She passed all the modules required to be licensed in both 
equity and futures trading in Malaysia, administered by the Securities Commission Malaysia. She is 
an entrepreneur, trader, author and trainer.


